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Summary

The prediction of the temperature rise downwind from a long fire front
advancing in the open is of interest in the study of fire spread. This report
presents correlations in terms of dimensionless variables of experimental data
published.by Rankine on the effect of the heat output from a line burner and
the wind speed on the downwind temperature rise. It is shown that, despite
some variations of temperature rise with the absolute values of the wind speed
and heat output, apart from those accounted for by the dimensionless variables,
the correlations are .on the whole very satisfactory.

The experimental data are briefly discussed in the light of a theory
developed by Sir Geoffrey Taylor.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS OF THE EFFECT OF WIND
ON LINE PLUMES

by

P. H. Thomas

Introduction

In studying the effect of wind on the spread of grass and undergrowth
fIres one needs to -es tf.nate .the heating and drying of fuel ahead of the
fire by the hot gas driven ahead of the fire by the wind.

Measurements of the temperature rise downwind from a long line burner
emitting convected heat at a constant rate are in fact available and this
report is concerned with presenting and evaluating these data. Although
this report is not directly concerned with an application of these data it is
necessary to point out that in the experiments referred to the burner was
stationary. The wind speed relative to the burner will in an application
need to be replaced by the velocity relative to the advancing flame front.

During the last war the possibility waS examined of clearing airfields
of fog by uyi~g line sources of heat to set up a horizont~l flow of air near
the ground \1) and as part of the investigation Rankine(2) studied the effect
of wind on the flow from a long line burner in the Empress Hall, Earls Court,
London. Air was drawn by a large fan across a long line burner and
extensive velocity and temperature measurements were made. In addition some
full scale tests were undertaken in the open and satisfactory agreement was
obtained between the field and laboratory experiments. In this paper the
experimental results tabulated by Rankine are correlated by dimensionless
variables and some observations are made on the theoret~c~l(a~pectsof the
problem which have been studied by Sir Geoffrey Taylor U) 4).

Results obtained by Rankine (2)

Fig 1 shows diagrammatically the experimental arrangement and also
defines the measured quantities. The ranges of the independent variables
and the positions at which the temperature rise and velocity were measured
are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

THE RANGE OF EXPERIMENI'AL VARIABLES

x

Gross heat output
per unit length

of burner

Wind
speed U

o

Distances
downwind

Heights
above

ground
z

I-------,-~--~--I--.---.I_-----_+_----__l

."

0.04 - 0.08
Therms per hour
per yard in
st cps of 0.04
1 Therm = 100,000 Btu

1t - .5 ft/s
in ste'ps

of t ft/s

3' 9", 7,1 6"
and 15'"

1•6" to 80"



In order not to introduce any effect of temperature other than on the
buoyancy no temperature. rise above 300 e was recorded. . The net convection flux
was estimated by Rankine from a heat balance to be 80 per cent of the gross,
15 per cent of the heat appeared as thermal radiation and 5 per cent-was lost
to the ground. This constant factor of 80 per cent is used throughout this
paper to convert the tabulated gross values to net values of convected heat.
The results are given in Rankine's report in tables for each value of distance
downwind x from the line burner and the height above the ground z, each table
giving either the temperature or velocity for all heat flows and wind speeds.

Scall.ng Laws

Let Q be the net convective flux per unit length of line per unit time,
(i.e. 0.8 of the tabulated value), u the local horizontal velocity, Uo the applied
wind, To the absolute ambient temperature,~ the density of air, c the specific
heat of air, ·e the local rise in temperature, x the distance downwind from the
line burner, z the height above ground, and g the gravitational acceleration.

The following assumptions are made:

1. The temperature rise is small so that ~ffects of changes in density
other than those on the buoyancy are negligible;

2. The relevant scale and intensity of turbulence is determined by thermal
instability and not by friction with the ground. Hence the scale and intensity
of turbulence are determined by quantities included in those listed above.

3. The gases obey the ideal gas laws so that the effect of buoyancy is
a force per unit mass of g 9/To•.

4. Viscous force is neglected since the friction at the ground is a very
weak function of Reynolds number.

Either from the differential equations governing the heat balance and the
momentum, or from a direct dimensional analysis of the above terms it follows
that the solution takes the form

rA e~

l.{/=(·~\I(J

11-C."~)¥ is a dimensionless
wind speed as

temperature rise and we shall define the dimensionless

Were

G.

Uc,
'- II

~-r;)l
the effect of Reynolds number significant one

u/U is similarly a function of z/x and JL-.
o

would include the group

(2)

Uo 1(. in

~

These results are somewhat more general than Rankine's own statement regarding

scaling which amounts to saying that if z, x andJl are kept constant and it is
..'1 3/z.

desired. that e is the same in two experiments Q must be varied as U" and as x
, 0

Rankine showed that this was indeed so for a number of cases but here we shall use

the argument more generally. We shall use all the data to obtain f1 and u/U each_ 0

as functions of z/x for different values of Jl. or alternatively as functions of JL
for different values of z/x.

.• 2 -



The variation in local velocity

In precisely the same way graphs of which Figs (6), (7) and (8) are given as
examples of u/Uo againstJLwere obtained for various values of z/x. It is seen
in Figs (7) and (8) that there are departures from what appears to be the main ,
correlation (shown as a full line). The higher the velocity and the higher the
heat flux the greater the departure. It will be seen that the local velocity
increases relative to the applied wind as JLdecreases. Rankine remarked that
this wind enhancement is "emphasized both by a reduction of imposed windspeed and
an increase in the degree of heating" and this is shown by these graphs to be a
consequence of u/Uo increasing as~ecreases. Rankine does not offer an
explanation of this enhancement which is more than wO'cllo be expected from a
constancy of mass velocity during a temperature chang»,

and is taken here as the

into a
first

we, can writ e

.!..L=,A,T
0 0

where ~is less than 1 as a result of ground friction
reported value of u/Uo for the case of no heating.

It should b~ ~oted that in still air a horizontal flow is induced
line plume equal~5) to O.29ff~JIf it is assumed'that this can, as a

approximation, be added to the wind present in the absence of any heat'

0.2.'1/J1.

This equation shown in Figs (6), (7) and (8) for the relevant" has much in
COmmon with the experimental data but there is a syst ematic discrepancy, and
as.l\..decreases the value of v inside the plume tends to be about twice the
horizontal flow outside a vertical plume (v'/.::O). This suggests there is a
discontinuity between the two regimes. The entrainment constant for this type
flow can be calculated from these data and in the Appendix is shown to be an
order or more larger than in vertioal plumes.

Fig (9) shows u/Uo against Z/X for various values ofJL.
:.'

Theoretical discussion

Sir Geoffrey Taylo/3)(4) considered the theoretical interpretation of this
problem by taking the velocity as uniform and in one direction as a simpli,fying
approximation. From this the heat balance equation becomes

.•..•.•.•....•• (3 )

Only transport of heat in the z direction was allowed for but two forms for
K, the effeotive conductivity, were considered viz:

- 3 -
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C1 l2lt 11~r

• or (4A)

• e· (4B)

where C
1

and C are constant.
the height of ~he plume i.e.

1 is a mixing length assumed proportional to

1. :::: X Tan K • •••••••.•.••• 4(5)

if the proportionality constant is absorbed into C
1

and C
2,
~ is the as yet

unknown angle of the plume. He assumed that there was a similarity" .
solution such that the distribution of temperature across any section of the
plume WaS the same though the scale both of the temperature distribution and
the height of the plume were assumed functions of the wind speed and the heat
output. The only independent parameter that can determine these scales is
the dimensionless windspeed and he assumed that the dependence of the scales
on this term took the form of a power law. Equation (1) then becomes

"
l , ,

where '~nn.

• :- _ r- .. ( 6)
"

........ "" ('.(7)

I]he indices m and n have yet to be determined. If equatiom (6) and (7) are
substituted into equations (3) and (4) we obtain whichever form we use for K

................ 0(8)

The heat balance is
r"-~ItI. lA.. e 4't. .

and using the above equation (6)~

we obtain
- 1-\'\1.

,J[

C1il •• , (9)

.: •••• 0 •••••••• -:-.(10)

Equating the indice s of Jl in equations (8) and (10) we obtain
,M" = ·V,- . 1/2.. I.' til.

The tangent of the plume angle" should theret'ore vary aS1 &, (U
and the maximum dimensionless temperature fJo at z :::: 0 as JL.2. ' A more
detailed description ot' the theory is given in the Append}x These results
have recently been discussed again by Sir Geoffrey T~lor~4) and he emphasized
that they are a consequence of assuming that the turbulence is produced by
thermal instability. If the turbulence were assumed to originate from friction
then Tan ~ would be indepyn~ent of the dimensionless windspeed. In fact the
experimental observations~2) ahowjtha t .

\ ((1) / )O'2i-'" .n -O."~'10-. {l( "'-- ,,'-t'"/'U: . I'~. V c-

and he commented that this is intermedia~e between the two results and suggests
that shear and thermal instability are of comparab~e importance, An objection
to this view is that similar results were obtained in the field and in'a
laboratory when ground friction and the scale of turbulence to windward of the
heat source would be the same only fortuitously.

However there is an interesting alternative view. Equations (48.) and (4b)
are both based on the view that the characteristic mixing length is proportional
to '1 the local height of the plume. This is conventional and is b~sed on the
view that plumes (and jets) are in local ~quilibrium. MaczynBki(~) has recently
shown that this view fails for a jet injected into a strea~ moving in the sam~

')
--"\,

- 4 -
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direction but he showed that his results were in accordance with the view that

the characteristic mixing length was proportional to the distance from the

source. In still air where at long distances from the source the jet or plume

angle is a constant for all conditions, there is no mathematical distinction

between these views except the perhaps philosophic one that the single unknown

co~stant between mixing length and distance from the origin is in the one case a

single unknown constant and in the other the product of two constants, one a

proportionality constant between mixing length and jet width and the other a

proportionality constant between jet width and distance from the source.

However jet and plume angles are not independent of the velocity of a moving

ambient fluid and Rankine's results will now be shown to lend support to

Maczynski's contention.

If K is written as

K/fC - C'~J ~~l-'0
(11 )

t(,,!(C - Cl.")( LJ~I~~
(~ CJ 'z,

we obtain on substituting equations (6) and (7) into equations (3) and (11)

T~3/'2-tX. « JL~-'

With the heat balance condition this gives

If
If-

:3

Hence Tan 01... is proportional to JL4: i. e. the tangent of

varies as6?V~{):V~and this is very close to the experimental

In accordance with this we obtain

the plume angle .0 I
/ (';\.'I3/. .0 "QC

result of ~~ / tJ,.)

It can be shown that /J ;dt and (z/x) JL-i correlate the data' somewhat better than
_..1 3 2 """

do yj Jt 2 and (z/x) Jl. but in fact no pair of variables of the form j1~

and (z/x) vt:·-
m

is satisfactory. A possible reason for this is that the theory

as referred to above and given in the Appendix assumes a uniform velocity and

this is not the case. For low values of~the value of U/Uo is noticeably large~

than 1. If we assume the distribution of temperature with z is unaffected, ~ at
~ 1

a given value of (Z/X)JL4 would be expected to vary less'with~than does V2.."4
"Fig. (10) shows that except near the peak, the correlation between /J and (z/x)dL4

is very good while Figo (11) shows an empirical correlation employing Rankine's

t " t" f' 0.86 0 0 75e s ama a.on 0 . \.Il rather than JC . for the plume angle ..



Proc , Phys.

A conclusion from the arguments given above would seem to be that the values

of~although sufficiently high to make the plume bend over are not sufficiently

high for it to be considered as a fully horizontal plume in the sense demanded by

the assumption of a uniform horizontal velocity. This would require values of Jt.
of at least 4. Very high values of J'l would be associated with high tUrbulence in

the wind so that there would be an upper and a lower limit to the range of..lt

for which the thermal instability model proposed by Sir Geoffrey Taylor could

apply•.
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APPENDIX

Distribution of temperature in horizontal plumes

The treatment by Sir Geoffrey Taylor(3) is followed except for the one

feature concerning the mixing length already referred to: His detailed theory

is given here.for convenience.

The velocity within the plume is assumed to be horizontal and everywhere

equal to the applied wind. The heat transfer equation is then

(1.1 )

where ! is the density, assumed constant,

c is the specific heat

G is the temperature rise

x is the distance downwind of the source

z is the height above ground

and K is the effective conductivity

The boundary conditions are taken as

d()- - D ,,); ~::=O

cT"z

o - 0 cd -;L-:. :Ie .1'....... 1>(

(1.2)

where ~ is'the angle of spread defining the plume boundary. Diffusion in the x

direction is neglected by comparison with diffusion in the z direction and we

assume that the characteristic velocity in the vertioal z direction is that due

to buoyancy. We can write the characteristic velocity in K asl'gG~~an~)V~
where g is the acceleration due to gravity; To the absolute ambient temperature.

Any constants can be incorporated in the one constant of proportionality between

K/;oc and the product of the characteristic length and velocity. It is conven

tional to take the mixing length as proportional to the plume width i.e. to~anK

and with this assumption Sir Geoffrey Taylor obtained results at variance with

experimental ones. We shall consider an alternative view that the mixing length

is proportional to x, a result claimed by MaCzynski(6) to apply to a momentum jet

in fluid moving parallel to it. We thus have

=
where C1 is a constant, and ~ is 0 or 1 according to whether the mixing length

is proportional to x or xTanK respectively.

An alternative second form of the characteristic velocity was proposed by

- 7 -



(1.7)

We assume that g can be expressed in the form

where A is a constant'with respect to x and z.

With the expression for K in equation (1.3) we have from equation (1.1)

where ~=;x/z Tan K and the suffix 1 denotes the form of K given by equation (1.3).

We now put for convenience

J~ :
'7:

and obtain

(1.8)

,-
Equation (1.B)-.integrated with the boundary condition

clJ. '2. 0
c».

gives

(1.2) which is

The upper boundary of the plume is defined as~ = 1 and here the tempera

ture must be zero, so that from the integration of equation (1.9) we obtain

From equations

(1.10)

(1.11)

The conservation of heat is expressed by

r »:CV = Ie J., e UQlA(:

and this, with equation (1.11), gives after rearrangement

le- ot -:::(>oc::J""-1) (t/L.).3.') ~~7.-f

- 8 -
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(1.14)

With the second form for K (equation 1.4) and the suffix 2 on,~. F and ewe

obtain. following the same arguments as above

F,~ ~U- ~~hJ
-.L _

~\a.c~Y~·-2fD J2

(1.15)

(1.16)

and

and

Equations (1.14) and (1.17)

9t &- T~K

¢1-
(1.18)

So long as the flow is assumed constant the indices a and b in the general

expression

must be related by

Such a combination does not apply to the experimental data. This may be seen by

noting Rankine's finding that the plume slop~,was proportional to~ -0.86 so

'that a should be 0.14 yet the results in Fig. (5) show that the maximum ~
3

increas~s withJL. If we plot ~ against (Z/~4 we find the data correlate well

for~V~}1-o.3. The distinction between i and 0.86 is slight in view of the

scatter of the data. We note that the velocity enhancement is most pronounced in
3 '

the region ~/~1.::0.3 near where the peale" 1temper#!-ture l,~es and its effect is

greatest for low values ofJL.'

The order of magnitude of the enhancement is less than 35 per cent over the

range examined and this is consistent in direction and in order of magnitude with

the differences in the maxima of the curves in,Fig. (1). The curves for the

larger 4.. which show the least enhancement" ~"re the 'ones expected to fit best the,.
simple theory assuming a constant velocity.

- 9 -



The absence of a suitable reference point by which to normalize the

distribution to a value at zero 0/", means that instead of one disposable

constant C'J1 , we have used two in fitting the data. We have assumed a

maximum value ofI of 3. The distribution appears to be close to those

calculated above, slightly closer to the first rather than the second but

either, or indeed a Gaussian distribution would do as well, but in view

of the complications arising from the non-uniformity of the velocity

distribution the comparison between experiment and the present theory is

not pressed further.

Entrainment, into the plume

The rate of increase of mass in the plume is by definition

=

, <.'

The upper limit~s taken as .. PC.,TAA4(. and variations of density will

be neglected. Since ~lJ is theoretically a function of z/~ and J2- but
o '

not otherwise of~ we have

, TlIMo{

cLMt' 6 r(u/ ) J,./-z-/\J«>,,: J u l, fur;, \!~

We now define a conventional entrainment constant E such that

(t.21)

where U, is a ch~acteristi~ hcirizontal velocity in the plume. Ii'lJc. Lsnchoaen

as the maximum velocity we shall obtain a low value for, E rather than a

high one.

Combining the equations (1.20) and (1.21) we have

~, T~'Ol

E =\v<)Uo"'/ ( (WJ d~)
There is no way of expressing entrainment, in terms of a maximum or

minimum plume velocity for~~ 3 (see Fig (9)) so a more general definition

of entrainment is strictly necessar'y, l:Iowever, for the purpose at hand

we shall consider only the three curvesJt:~'1, 1.5 and 2.0.1~ ~ is taken

as 0.8/tlt0.86 (see Fig (11». At this value Ewill be uI\~erestimated
, " 1 '

because the temperature 'stil} -exceeds 100 of the maximum, 'which is often

taken as defining the edge"Qf" plumes.

- 10 -



ForJL,= 1 the integral obtained from Fig (9) is 0.93, for JI-= 1.5, 0.6 and

forJL = 2; 0.44.

The corresponding values ~~~,-Y can only be obtained approximately

from Fig (9) and this gives 0.45.. 0.17, 0.08 respectively, forJl= 1,1.5 and 2.

The values of E obtained from equation (1l22) are then 2, 3.5,and 5.5

approximately. The smaller the valueofJ2. the larger the importance of
i'

buoyancy compared with the inertia of t he wind so that one would expect a higher

lmtrainment constant and this is so here. Despite the approximation and

assumptions :it would seem possible to draw two conclusions. Eas defined in

this way is not a constant; it:fa sensitive to Jl,.. E is at "ieast in order

of ~agnitude larger than the value .for vertical p.lumes ,

- 11 -
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